Robust, scalable, error-proof environment
Summary of benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A novel approach to planning and analysis of metrological testing
Validation of measuring and machining capability with a low risk of errors
Precise quantification of errors for instruments, appraisers, and methods
The right fit in a high value inspection process
Smart plans with no restrictions on the number of elements in a metrology set
The power to reduce the cost of poor quality
The ability to identify and eliminate sources of variation in real time
Confident capability decisions for high-mix low-volume production

The AIAG MSA (GR&R)
“Because many software packages currently give these nonsense ratios as part
of any “measurement system analysis,” you will need to identify these fallacious
numbers on the output in order to avoid being misled by them. So what can you

learn from the AIAG gauge R&R study? Virtually nothing that is true, correct, or
useful! You have taken the time and gone to the trouble to collect good data, and
then you have wasted the information contained in those data by performing a
hopelessly flawed analysis.”
Dr. Donald Wheeler

MICRONITE DPM
Digital Process Management

Engineering metrology and
quality in machining process
Unlocking the potential of machining excellence
Uniquely designed for metrological evaluation of measurement and machining
process, MICRONITE offers flexible design of unscripted sampling plans,
cross-reference convergence of system elements, and critical to quality visual
analytics.
A single metrology plan may include all probable causes affecting accuracy
(shifts), variation and capability of individual system elements and special
groups. Wide-scope data acquisition and comprehensive analysis provide
deep insights into sources of errors and have a decisive effect on the results
of inspection.

With easy-to-use MICRONITE metrology software, the machine shop can
quickly evaluate individual and combined capabilities of gages, operators, and
inspection methods. Instead of being frozen by regulatory standards, engineers
can quickly determine the best way forward for ensuring high data quality.
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High Quality
Machining Control Software

Metrology in high-precision measurement and machining process
SUBJECT TO INVENTION
Method of optimal measurement and machining process
A software-implemented method for acquiring, visualizing, and analyzing
metrology data for determining optimized inspection process and execution of
defect-preventive machining control. The main objective of metrology
optimized control is valuation and acceptance of ever shrinking process
window.
Software comprises of two major parts: (1) super-precision measurement
metrology and (2) integrated measurement and machining process metrology.
Composition of data capture schemes reflects which part of metrology system
is a target of investigation / acceptance.

Software introduces visual metrology analytics for determining effects of
measurement and process variables on accuracy, precision, and capability of
inspection process. A user may choose to design metrology tests with multiple
causes of shift and variation in an effort to accommodate all parameters
affecting the width of process window
Automatic metrology data analysis is used to accept a combination of shift and
variation, to alter a process control model, or to dismiss a measuring element
causing reject decision. Metrology optimized Inspection processes are used at
various steps of operations such as First Article Inspection, process capability
validation, real-time process control, and final inspection
Method is intended to be used for any type of measurement equipment and
any type of manufacturing equipment separately or in the combination. The
correct data acquisition and error-proof analytics will have a dramatic effect on
the results of inspection and production.

Quality
Excellence Lab

QUALITY ASSURANCE IN INSPECTION
AND MACHINING PROCESS

MICRONITE

Metrology and
quality in
measurement process
• Assessment and acceptance of
measuring process in tolerance ranges
down to 0.0001”
• Diagnostic of operational inspection
processes involving all probable
causes of poor data quality
• Engineering metrology in accuracy and
precision of CMM and Vision System

Metrology in precision
and capability of
machining process
• Solution of complex machining tasks
involving measuring and production
equipment
• Diagnostic of all probable causes of poor
data quality for tight and extremely tight
tolerances
• Engineering metrology in accuracy and
precision of CMM and Vision System

MICRONITE metrology provides the quality assurance behind machining and
grinding processes. MICRONITE enables machine shops produce highprecision components with minimal variation and tightly controlled measurement
errors and minimal variation.

Next-generation metrology data system and analytics
A MUST-HAVE TOOL FOR HIGH
QUALITY MACHINNG
•

Measurement metrology plan does not restrict the number of elements
in a single set (gage, operator, inspector, fixture, method, etc.)

•

Design of metrology plan has three options: (1) in-screen preparation
of data entry matrix for single characteristic, (2) metrology plan
template for single characteristic, (3) template for simultaneous study
of large amounts of characteristics measured by CMM and Vision
System

•

Statistical metrology estimates are represented by four categories:
(1) accuracy (shifts, bias), (2) variation (repeatability, reproducibility),
(3) measuring and process capability, and (4) fixed control limits

•

High-precision estimation of accuracy, precision and reproducibility
can be independently determined for single elements (gage, operator,
fixture, method, etc.)

•

Contribution of measurement error into sample variation and capability
indexes is precisely quantified

•

In-screen formation of metrology groups allows to discover and
quantify the interactive effect of causes of inaccuracy and imprecision

•

Minimization of statistical errors allows to accept accuracy and
precision in tolerance ranges down to 0.0001”

•

Statistically valid STOP and Warning limits are determined for PreControl/SPC charts

•

Metrology data and the results of analysis are integrated within the
entire process control chain

THE METROLOGY SYSTEM APPLICATIONS
1. Tolerance-based validation and verification of accuracy, precision, and capability
of measuring instruments and inspection methods
2. Operational metrology plans for rapid measurement and process capability approval
3. Metrology root cause analysis triggered by excessive variation or non-conformance
4. Integrated metrology and product quality database
5. Validation of short-run process capability across machines and operation
6. Validation of measurement capability of super-precision components

ROUTINELLY, MICRONITE UNVEILS HIDDEN
CAUSES OF UNCONTROLLED VARIATION
Primary metrology testing is designed to quantify effects of all probable causes
influencing measurement, process and product variation. With no exception,
MICRONITE enforces inclusion of Gages, CMMs, Vision Systems, production
equipment, and tooling into consolidated data capture and specialized visual analytics.
MICRONITE replaces trial-and-error mentality with the solid machining-based data
transformation resulting in engineering solutions. In many cases, MICRONITE offers
the one and only key to problem resolution.

THE INTEGRATED METHODOLOGY
MICRONITE engineering metrology consists of the following distinct domains:
(1) measurement accuracy and precision,
The system provides high-precision
(2) equipment accuracy and precision
metrology analytics including statistical
(3) short-term process capability,
components of measurement system,
(4) multi-variable toolpath capability,
real-time dynamic process models and
(5) tool wear rate and failure mode
offline machining control models
(6) random product variation.
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Super-precision measurement and machining process control
METROLOGY OPTIMIZED PROCESS
CONTROL

CREATE A CAPABILITY IMPROVEMENT
PROCESS

MICRONITE made the leap in metrology innovation. Metrology optimized
inspection process is established with assessment of all critical causes
leading to a shrinkage of the process variation window. A softwareimplemented method is developed for acquiring, visualizing, and analyzing a
combination of shift and variation coming from measuring and production
equipment.

MICRONITE allows engineers to quickly and efficiently evaluate
measurement capability of gages, CMMs and Vision Systems. The system
provides automated repetitive steps to discover the level of measurement
errors and their origin. Accuracy and repeatability of these instruments for
hundreds of characteristics are computed in minutes. Low-risk validation of
measurement accuracy and capability of modern CNC equipment drives
effective digital transformation.

A user may choose to design general and operation-related metrology tests
with an effort to accommodate critical parameters affecting the width of the
process window. The correct planning, data acquisition and visual metrology
analytics have a dramatic effect on the results of inspection.
Uniquely designed for metrological evaluation of measurement and
machining process, MICRONITE offers flexible design of unscripted sampling
plans, cross-reference convergence of system elements, and critical to quality
visual analytics.
A single metrology plan may include all probable causes affecting accuracy
(shifts), variation and capability of individual system elements and special
groups. Wide-scope data acquisition and comprehensive analysis provide
deep insights into sources of errors and have a decisive effect on
functionalities of machining control.

THE MACHINING CAPABILITY LIFE
CYCLE
Tolerance-based validation and verification of accuracy and precision of
measuring instruments along with tool and production equipment capability
1. Rapid approval of set-up and process capability for incoming operations /
jobs
2. Root cause capability analysis triggered by inferior indexes Cpk / Ppk
3. Integrated metrology and product quality database
4. Validation of short-run process capability across machines and operation
5. Validation of measurement and process capability of super-precision
components
6. Determination of lower permissible tolerance for measuring instrument
and production equipment

Easy-to-use reliable software helps engineers read insights of measurement accuracy
and precision much faster than any conventional method. With MICRONITE, the
machine shop generates unbiased, accurate inspection data with the power of
predictive zero-defect process and quality control.
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Confident planning and simplified data control with greater effectiveness
DEEP METROLOGY KNOWLEDGE OBTAINED
BY VERSATALITY AND FLEXIBILITY OF PLANS
MICRONITE manages metrology planning for all types of measurements
instruments and machining variables. There are two functions that provide a
host of metrology solutions: (1) metrology sets for a single blueprint
characteristic and (2) engineering metrology templates for a large amount of
characteristics (CMMs and Vision Systems). Versatility of metrology plans is
the driving force of measurement accuracy control. Each plan includes a list of
prioritized causes of variation for input to the machining control functions.

Metrology is an object of the MICRONITE planning system

User-defined metrology plans for a wide
scope of tests related to a selected (tight
tolerance) characteristic

METROLOGY IN LAYERED ERROR DETECTION
1. Precision of reference measuring instrument and reference inspection method
2. Accuracy, precision and capability data generated by any combination of one or
more appraisers, measuring instruments, and methods
3. Accuracy, precision and capability data generated across machines
4. Accuracy, precision and capability data generated by a multi-phase tool wear
process
5. Accuracy, precision and capability data generated by CMM and Vision System

OPERATIONAL METROLOGY PLAN
Unscripted metrology plans are focusing on operation capability hierarchy. In
designing machining metrology tests considerable efforts should be expanded
from measurement accuracy and precision to machine repeatability and to
product variation localized by production volumes or phases of tool wear.

Metrology Lab
Engineering

Metrology templates for CMM/Vision System
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Establishing a systematic measurement control process

DESIGN FOR HIGH DATA VALUE AND APPLIED VISUAL ANALYTICS
Statistics
by columns

Sampling scheme on demand

1

Switch between metrology
samples and groups
Selected statistical parameters

User-defined sampling scheme can include measuring
instrument(s), observer(s), fixture(s), CNC machines,
around/along, effects of tool wear, thermal, and others.
In-screen assignment of sampling scheme

Charts of
averages/ranges

Charts of alert limits

Process warning and stop
limits can be assigned
for process control charts

Variation criteria for
charts
On-screen color-coded acceptance criteria

Data grid. Manual and paperless data capture.
Capability to use a matrix of 12 rows by 12 columns
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The leap in metrology innovation
MEASUREMENT ACCURACY AND PRECISION ON THE MICRONITE METROLOGY PLATFORM
In-screen design of metrology plan;
Samples are elements of measurement
and machining control system.

Estimates of accuracy,
precision, and capability.
Multiple choices in each column.

Color-coded charts of
averages, ranges, and
sigma-defined variation

Color-coded charts of
averages and estimates of
Pre-Control limits
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MICRONITE METROLOGY ANALYTICS
The user selects most meaningful measures
Measures of accuracy

Shift R, N, PA, M
Range %, R 90, 3 to 6 STD

MICRONITE allows every machine
shop to solve its own issues with
efficiency of inspection process
and acceptable level of machining
process capability.

Measures of variation

CP R, CP s, CP 90
% Tol est, % Variation

Indexes of measurement and
process capability

Cpk R, Cpk s, Cpk 90

Pre-Control limits (Est)

PSL (Stop), PWL(Warning)

Lower Permissible Tolerance

LPT sv, LPT 6s

PP, Ppk

Measurement and machining
capability analytics empowers
preventive quality control. Innovative
methodology validates short-run
process capability in minutes.

Transformation and analysis of metrology samples and groups
3

Statistical parameters for a metrology
matrix

In-screen reorganization
and grouping of
metrology
elements

User-marked conversion of numerically
defined samples into alphabetically
constructed interactive metrology matrix.
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Multi-level metrology in a single examination set

1

IN-SCREEN DATA ENTRY AND ANALYSIS

Tolerance 0.001”

QA Gage

Production
Gage
A single set
Gage (s) accuracy and repeatability, gage-togage reproducibility, roundness, operator-toinspector reproducibility, machine
repeatability, and product variation

Options for sample spread
Optional values of capability indexes for acceptance decisions

Decisive step in integration of measurement and machining capability
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Free data organization to analyze metrology data

2

FINDING CREATIVE WAYS TO EXTRACT MORE VALUE FROM METROLOGY DATA

New method for transformation of metrology
samples into alphanumeric matrices

The data matrix consists of a maximum of 12
samples with a maximum of 12 measurements in
each sample. Samples are elements of the
system, such as gages and operators. Metrology
groups, consisting of two or more elements can
be formed by using the alphanumeric matrix.
From a plan for single elements to creating a
grouped metrology, the user gets deep insights to
solve measurement accuracy challenges.

Transformation of metrology samples into alphanumeric
data matrices
1. Cross-reference of measuring instruments, inspection
methods, and appraisers
2. Cross-reference of Gages, CMMs, and Vision Systems
3. Cross-reference of measuring instruments, process
capability, and product variation

Zero-defect process
control window
Random
sampling
Six consec.
pcs

Production
gage

Marking 1 to 12 numerical
rows within an alphabetical
matrix of single and grouped
metrology objects

Accuracy, variation, and
capability of single and grouped
elements of measurement and
machining metrology system
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An excellent way of in-screen analysis of shifts and variation

3

ULTRA-FAST QUANTIFICATION OF CRITICAL CAUSES
C. Operator,
A. Reference B. Inspector,
Production
Inspector,
Production
QA gage,
gage, + 0.00017” gage, + 0.00028”

SHIFT FROM
REFERENCE

A, B, C
6 random pcs
Cpk 0.6-0.8

D, E, F
6 rconsec. Pcs
Cpk 1.1 – 2,7

I, J. K
6 rdgs around
Cpk 2.0-4.0

Cpk

Multi-purpose analysis of 12-sample metrology test
1.
Select case number
2.
Configure alphabetical samples and groups
3.
Select statistical parameters from 3 categories
4.
Observe the results
Continue with the next set of samples, groups, and
parameter
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Comprehensive analytics of measurement and machining process

4

ART AND SCIENCE OF
METROLOGY DATA CONTROL
Flexible design of metrology report
1. Organization of 3-layer report (category, group,
sub-group) using placement of numerical samples
into alphanumerical matrix
2. Selection of applied statistical estimates from six
columns
3. Each column includes estimates of shift (accuracy),
spread (repeatability & reproducibility), capability,
and permissible tolerance

Drill down from product variation to process capability
and to measurement accuracy - in 30 minutes

MICRONITE allows every machine shop to solve its own
issues with efficiency of inspection process and
acceptable level of machining process capability.
Innovative methodology helps validate in minutes shortrun process capability.
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MICRONITE metrology breakthrough for CMMs and Vision Systems
SOLUTIONS FOR CHALLENGING JOBS
Accuracy & shifts

Repeatability & precision

Process repeatability & capability

Engineering Capability

CMM to hand-held gage
CMM to CMM
CMM to Vision System
Vision System to hand-held gage
Vision System to Vision System

CMM: Load / Unload, multiple readings
CMM: Consecutive pieces, same spot
Vision System: Multiple locations
Vision System: Consec. pcs, same spot

CMM: 5 to 10 consec. pcs, around/along
CMM: Series of samples with consec. pcs
Vision System: 5 to 10 consec. pcs
Vision System: Series of samples with
consec. pcs

CMM: Samples of random/consec. pieces
CMM data by fixtures, pallets, nests, etc.
Vision System: random/consec. pieces
Vision System- Gage: random/consec. pcs
CMM-Vision System-Gage: metrology samples

A unique, compactly designed metrology plan

Large amount of
CMM/Vision
System
characteristics –
all in one test

User-built templates for
analysis and validation
of measurements taken
by CMMs, Vision
Systems, and hand-held
gages

Convenient two-level
hierarchy by categories
and content of sampling
scheme
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CMM/Vision System data accuracy and precision on MICRONITE decisioning platform

THE ROLE OF MICRONITE IN EXPANDED METROLOGY INSIGHTS
New metrology models are needed for CMM/Vision to control tight tolerances and extreme machining. There is no general recipe like R&R
that fits every application. Our uniquely designed software enables the process metrology team to rapidly conduct root cause analysis.
Design of metrology
inspection schemes

Total Quality Assessment

Data sets for measurement quality
diagnostics and metrological
assessment of process capability

Eight
samples in
one line for
characteristic

Repeatability: 1 to 5 parts,
3 to 5 measurements, same spot, load/unload
• Accuracy: 1 to 5 parts with reference point
- CMM QA Lab
- Hand-held gage
• Reproducibility: samples of accuracy and
repeatability for two and more CMMs
•

Metrology analytics
by a characteristic

Visual and statistical
representation of each
characteristic by a full set of
metrology samples

•
•
•
•

Smart metrology reports
Hierarchical design of data sets and
selection of estimates for CMM
certification and error quantification

Assessment of shifts, variation,
capability, control limits, and Lower
Permissible Tolerance
From TQA to
samples for
each
characteristic
with a click

Population spread charts with actual and
predicted spread boundaries
Filtering by class and statistics
Finding metrology-critical features
Sorting by a wide range of valuable
distributional and non-distributional measures

•
•
•

•

Charts of ranges and averages
Charts of process control limits
Four groups of metrological measures
including accuracy, repeatability,
reproducibility, capability, and variation
Convergence of original samples into
metrological groups

•
•
•
•

3-tier layout of metrology report using a
samples’ convergence pad
Statistical assessment of samples
groups
Cause-and-effect analysis
Validation of instruments, methods, and
inspection procedures
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A MICRONITE framework for CMM error detection and prevention
In this example, combined variation is coming from a sample involving 2 CMMs, 3 consecutive parts, and 3 measurements on the same spot with load/unload.
Total variation for each characteristic varies from 10% to over 100% of tolerance. Major contributors into total variation are (1) shift between two CMMs, (2) effect
of load/unload, (3) process repeatability, and (4) CMM’s repeatability. Measurement capability is assessed by MICRONITE capability to hold tolerance (in.)
ACCURA I

Part #1

3 rdgs Load
3 rdgs Unload

Part #2

3 rdgs Load
3 rdgs Unload

Part #3

3 rdgs Load
3 rdgs Unload

ACCURA II

Part #1

3 rdgs Load
3 rdgs Unload

Part #2

3 rdgs Load

3 rdgs Unload

Part # 3

3 rdgs Load
3 rdgs Unload

ACCURA I
ACCURA II
ACCURA I
ACCURA II
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MICRONITE to the industry: precise multi-dimensional metrology analytics in 15 minutes

MICRONITE quality analytics enables to focus on metrology-vulnerable characteristics
Three consecutive parts are measured in
different locations and on same spot.
MICRONITE allows to determine
metrological properties of Vision System

Each line represents statistics of total 12 samples

Predictive statistics

12-sample Inspection scheme
#

Keyence

1

Part 1

Same spot

5 times

2

Part 2

Same spot

5 times

3

Part 3

Same spot

5 times

4

Part 1

5 locations

One reading

5

Part 2

5 locations

One reading

6

Part 3

5 locations

One reading

7

Part 1

Around

One reading

8

Part 2

Around

One reading

9

Part 3

Around

One reading

MICROMETER
10

Part 1

Around

5 readings

11

Part 2

Around

5 readings

12

Part 3

Around

5 readings

Machine 60
Part
260238

Control panel TQA (Total Quality
Assessment)

Machine 62
Part
260238
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Access to visual analytics for each characteristic with a click
From TQA control panel

Critical MICRONITE findings
• MIC vs Keyence is + 0.0003” (30% of tolerance)
• Excellent Keyence repeatability (measurements are taken on
the same spot)
• Substantial variation due to part location and part roundness
• Convergence of samples into groups improves statistical
evidence of accuracy and precision
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A platform for digital integration of measurement and machining capability
MICRONITE MAKES CONTROL OF ACCURACY AND PRECISION A HIGH PRIORITY
MICRONITE Metrology gives answers to
hidden errors in process and quality data

Operational and general metrology data aligned
perfectly with commitment to high product quality

Metrology in control
of extremely tight
tolerances

Accuracy and precision of
measuring instruments and
inspection methods

Analytics for approval
of CMM accuracy
and precision
Analytics for approval of
Vision System accuracy
and precision
Metrology in design for
reduced inspection plan
and lights-out

Metrology in operational
Inspection and real-time
process control

Metrology in
productivity and
cost solutions

High-mix low
volume
production

MICRONITE
Metrology in high-precision
measurement and
machining process

Central measurement
system and capability
data repository

High-volume and
continuous
production

Metrology in short-run
capability across machines
and operations

Solutions to
measuring instrument
and equipment
variation
Metrology in quality
of extreme
machining

Metrology in control
plan and predictive
model optimization

Metrology in
approval of
process launch

Metrology in
process capability
by Cpk/Ppk

Tool-and-quality
accuracy & precision
insights
Real-time verification
of multi-variable
tool capability

Users can leverage deep metrology knowledge obtained in multi-source studies and routine
tests to discover critical causes of errors and undertake necessary corrective actions
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Creative sampling design for measurement and capability validation
CRITICAL CAUSES OF SHIFT AND VARIATION IN THE SPOTLIGHT
With MICRONITE, the machine shop combines multiple sources of
metrology data, including gages, quality experts, operators, and
inspection processes to analyze and quickly deploy insights into
process control routines. From suited for particular purpose sampling
design to creating single and grouped metrology units the user
determines the effect of root causes to solve measurement accuracy
challenges. It helps create proper recommendations for actions.
Instead of being frozen by regulatory standards, a machine shop can
quickly determine the best way forward for improvement of data quality.

PRODUCT VARIATION
PROCESS CAPABILITY
GAGE REPEATABILITY
ROUNDNESS

QA VS.PRODUCTION GAGE
INSPECTOR AND OPERATOR
GAGE ACCURACY
GAGE’S REPEATABILITY
REPRODUCIBILITY
INSPECTOR QA GAGE
INSPECTOR FLOOR GAGE
QA VS FLOOR GAGE
INSPECTOR AND 3 OPERATORS
PROCESS REPEATABILITY
ROUNDNESS

PRODUCT VARIATION QA GAGE
PRODUCT VARIATION FLOOR GAGE
PROCESS CAPABILITY
QA GAGE REPEATABILITY
FLOOR GAGE ACCURACY
INSPECTOR AND OPERATOR
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Simplicity of basic metrology studies for short-run machining

Characteristic
OD

Tolerance
0.0006”

Parts
Four

CNC
Two

Instruments Observers
One
One

Sampling
Part ## 2, 4, 10, 12

Material
Stainless 15-5PH

1

20

Uncovering basic correlations

2
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Metrology testing for dynamic process capability

1
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Five CNC Turning Centers are under MICRONITE scrutiny
Characteristic
OD

Tolerance
0.001”

Parts
Five

CNC
Five

Instruments Observers
Two
One

Sampling
Part ## 2, 4, 6, 8, 10

Material
4340 Alloy Steel

1

23

Exploring the total capability potential

2
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Planting the seeds of factory-wide process capability for short runs

Characteristics
OD, Groove, Length

Tolerance
0.001”

Parts
Four

CNC
Four

Instruments Observers
One
One

Sampling
Part ## 2, 4, 10, 12

Material
Stainless 410

1

Estimates of Shifts (accuracy),
Ranges, Variation, and Capability

Variation of five
consecutive parts

Setting Ppk Threshold
Measurement samples that
do not meet this requirement
will be displayed in red on the
Averages and Variation Chart
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A novel metrology approach doing validation for all capability needs

2

Grouping in a single test
Four CNC
Diameters (20 parts)
Lengths (20 parts)
All 0.001” dimensions

Cumulative short-run
process capability is
accepted

Transformation of numerical rows
into alphabetical representation of
single and grouped system
elements

Custom layouts allow to
assess the effect of single
and grouped causes on
accuracy, variation, and
capability

26

Measurement and process capability report
3
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Highpoints of MICRONITE metrology data transformation
Discovering patterns
in metrology data
Analysis by columns in the data matrix
Logic and software design make it possible: shifts between 5
devices and repeatability are assessed and visualized in 30 min

CMM

Floor Gage1 Floor Gage 2

Metrology of single elements

Transformation of metrology samples into groups

OASIS

QA

Excellent visual and analytical representation of shifts (bias)
and repeatability of single metrology elements

MICRONITE showcases error discovery to isolate root
causes of non-conformance and substantially increase the
tolerance range allowable for process variation and tool
wear

Statsman
Summary statistics for 3 consecutive parts, 3 observers and form
variation

Visual and analytical MICRONITE metrology
delivers exceptional functionality for costcritical control of key tight-tolerance
characteristics. MICRONITE metrology excels
continuous process improvement in low- and
high-volume machining and grinding.
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Precision and accuracy of CMM, Vision System and three gages
A SINGLE SOURCE TO ASSESS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS PERFECTLY
Tolerance 0.018 mm

Actual range

R 90 in green

QA Gage

CMM

QA
Gage

Floor Gage #1

CMM

Floor Gage #2

Floor Gages 1 & 2

OASIS

OASI
S

Part # 1 Reading 1
Part # 1 Reading 2
Part # 1 Reading 3

Instrument repeatability and shift between instruments
Within column is repeatability and between columns is shift

Part # 1 Reading 4
Part # 1 Reading 5

Gage repeatability CP
Discrepancy between
measurement devices
reaches 0.012 mm
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MICRONITE empowers measurement and machining statistics
List of
parameters

MICRONITE provides a comprehensive, scalable analytics environment that meets
diverse needs across shop floor operations and engineering departments

Shift R
Shift N

Technology

Shift PA

Parameters
Accuracy
Measurement accuracy
Machine accuracy
Offset accuracy

Shift M
Range

% Tol est
%, 1 to 3 s

PWL
CP R
CP s
CP 90
Cpk R
Cpk s

Shift R - from reference
Shift N - from nominal
Shift PA - from process average

Measurement
and
machining
metrology

Precision/Repeatability

R, Sample range

Measurement precision
Measurement repeatability
Machine precision
Offset precision

R 90, 90% confidence level
Spread, Est. % tolerance
Spread 1 to 3sigma

Key importance

Source
MICRONITE

All sources of variation

important

General
MICRONITE

One-sided estimate of
non-normal distribution

Acceptance / rejection of
short-run variation

MICRONITE

Important

MICRONITE

Advisory for small samples

MICRONITE

Acceptance / rejection of
short-run capability

MICRONITE

Spread R 90, 1 to 3 sigma

Capability of machining
process

PSL: Metrology STOP limit
Process capability

Capability end zone for
tight tolerances

Metrology Warning limit

Capability warning zone

CP (R/d2, s)

Standard index

Applied to large samples

General

CP 90

90% confidence level

Important for short runs

MICRONITE

Cpk (R/d2, s)

Standard index is applied
to open tolerances

Applied to large samples

General

Cpk 90

90% confidence level

Applied to short runs

MICRONITE

LPT sv

Single and multiple causes

Important

MICRONITE

Advisory

MICRONITE

Measurement capability
Process capability
Group capability

Cpk, Cpk 90, PP. Ppk

PP
Ppk

LPT 6s

Gages, CMMs, Vision
Systems,
Observers, inspection
methods

Importance

Reproducibility
Variation

Cpk 90

LPT sv

Goal/ Application

Shift M - from maximum value

R 90

PSL

Description

Lower Permissible Limit

LPT 6s

Group capability

MICRONITE
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Metrology in measurement and machining process
GROUNDBREAKING PRINCIPLES

Issues in control of tight and
extremely tight tolerances
• Massive investment and engineering time
from prototype to production can be
jeopardized by hidden quality-risking
inspection error at the end of machining
pipeline
• Substantial amount of hidden systematic and
random measurement errors can be found
on the shop floor and in quality departments
• Metrological issues cannot be solved by
existing methodologies and R&R software
• Measurement errors cause big losses in
quality and productivity
• Excessive engineering time is needed for
detection of metrology problems

•

Measurement and machining metrology plan does not restrict the number of single elements of the
measurement system in a single test (gage, operator, inspector, fixture, method, etc.)

•

Machining metrology plan includes all probable causes of measurement, machine, tool, and process variation

•

Multi-functional data entry panel helps accurately analyze the effects of root causes on measurement error

•

Metrology data matrix allows to evaluate up to 12 groups (columns) and up to 12 single samples (rows)

•

Statistical estimates are represented by four categories: accuracy (shifts, bias), variation (repeatability,
reproducibility), measurement and process capability, and Stop / Warning process control limits

•

High-precision estimation of accuracy, precision, reproducibility, and measurement capability is independently
determined for single system elements (gage, operator, fixture, method, etc.)

MSA
R&R (Repeatability and Reproducibility)

•

In-screen formation of metrology groups allows to discover and quantify interactive causes of errors

•

Large number of characteristics can be simultaneously analyzed for CMM and Vision System

•

Hierarchical report structure allows to discover main players of cumulative measurement and process variation

•

Metrological data control is integrated within the entire process control chain

•

Minimization of statistical errors allows to accept accuracy and precision in tolerance ranges down to 0.0001”

•

Statistically valid STOP and Warning limits are determined for Pre-Control/SPC charts

• Logic of metrological studies and statistical
references are not applied to strict
requirements of modern tight-tolerance
machining
• Large statistical errors cannot be avoided
due to fixation of sampling schemes and
reliance on normality of data distribution
• Very limited options for investigation of
multiple root causes left measurement errors
hidden
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